
Dear Emmett: 

9 Plutarch Street, Athens, 
March 13, 1960 

We have had a good many communications from you i of late, and 
Mabel Lang has answered most of your questions about specific mat
ters. We have also been, pondering on the exact purpoee and scope 
of the projected publication~ It is not an easy problem to settle. 
I wish we could all get together and talk it over fully from all as
pects. Since that is not possibl~ at the moment, I will try to write 
down some of the thoughts that have ocaurred to me; you can consider 
them and let me have your reactions, at your leisure •. 

Some people want us to publish good photographs of all the tab
lets. We have good photographs of nearly all, rthink; . but it would 
be costly to publish them properly in half tone.. Is it an obligation 
that rests on u ~ rf it is, we shall have to find the money •. 

S6me want uw to p b sh exac~ information about date and place 
of finding of each tablet. is easy enough from the notebooks 
for most tablets; but for those mad p of twen~y or thirty fragments 
it would be complicating and perhaps confusing to give twenty or more 
dates or places. I should think we might be satisfied with the in
formation for the principal fragment, unless there were some special 
interest in the distribution of the pieces.(! wasn't entirely convinced, . 
by the way.by your reconstruction of the direction of t he fall in your 
article in l\Jtinos 1957. ) ,, 

Some want-Us to publish sketches! showing all the groups of tab
lets as uncovered. That too is fairly easy; and I'll get a series of 
drawings made by some one who can draw, using the sketches· and infor
mation in the 1939 and 1952 noteboo~s, perhaps also 1955 and 1957. 

Some are clamoring for an explanation ,of tfue many numbers omitted 
in PT~ II. When Mabel and I checked your revised inventory against the 
actual tablets we found every number accounted for in one way or an
ther from 1 to 998, 1nalus1ve. rom that point on there are 35 or 36 
numbers vacant - perhaps you left them deliberately when you were as
signing new mumbers to the many small fragments from 1939. In dealing 
with the 1952 series, I suggest that we treat them by inventory number 
and not by the provisional 1952 season number. Most of the latter can 
be straightened out,' if necessary, but the mender sometimes . forget to 
jot down the numbers of some pieces he joined • . And the find-spot is 
in any case fairly closely determined. I have drawn up a complete 
list from An 1 to Xa 1362 with all the available information and note
book references, except that Marion has her notebook in Cincinnati. 

If it is wanted I am prepared to provide an account of our methods 
in clearing , recording and removing the tablets, in getting them cleaned 
and mended and photographed. I would like to put on record the names of 
those who helped in any and all ways at all stages. 

In anything we write let's not be on the defensive or apologetic; 
just perfectly matter of fact, .and objective. ' 

Your sketch for an introduction is very hard to read (a new rib
bon in your typewriter would help); I think it should be recast in a 
much simpler form, with short clear sentences. 

Let's try to plan out just what we must do in the publication, 
then take up the problem of wherie1· and how to publish • . 

I'm sorry to be so tardy about this. How would 1 t be if we made· 
an exhaustive card catalogue, .with a ca~d for wa£h number, and deposit
that file in the Nat • . Museum, where any one interested could see it? 
on the card we could put all information(i available about that tablet. 
Tfiwn we could be much more summary in the article, or the book, .if we 
include all the photographs •. Let me hear what you think •. 

With all good wishes (Y~s, . I have the original mending list~~ . 
Y du rs ever, , 

fd;>-~ ~ 


